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Be everywhere with us.

HOW IT WORKS

The city is our school. 
Learners are our 
leaders.

Students and families from across 
Indianapolis have found a home at 
Ubique Academy because we be-
lieve in learner-led, passion-based, 
real-world personalized learning. 
Whether learners come to us with 
established passions or simply 
need a new learning environment, 
our highly trained and caring team 
helps them design customized 
learning pathways made of online 
and community and school-based 
experiences that are meaningful, 
challenging, and enriching.

On any given day, you will see students at our four hubs across the city. You will 
see them at our city’s museums and libraries. You will see them meeting with city 
leaders and residents, making change in our community. They are everywhere: 
learning, thinking, doing. We are here: supporting them on the journey.

Leader communities 
support each other.
Personalized learning does 
not mean lonely learning. 
Each learning journey 
mentor has a community 
of UA Leaders flexible 
organized by interest 
area and defined needs. 
They meet in person 
once a week at a hub 
location and are 
encouraged to engage 
in partner or group 
projects.

We are now accepting 
applications for high-
school aged learners. 

Apply now at 
UbiqueAcademy.com

Connecting the best 
Indianapolis has to 
offer.

Ubique operates four hubs that 
serve as home bases for our UA 
Leaders, and our educators are 
there or are available virtually. 
Every hub doubles as commu-
nity space, with offerings are 
based on community interest 
and need. 

Our hubs are just part of the 
story: Indianapolis is home to 
dozens of museums, cultural 
institutions, art galleries, 
outdoor spaces, and 
universities. We partner with 
these organizations and with 
transportation providers to help 
UA Leaders freely explore their 
environment and access the 
learning experiences they want 
and need.

At Ubique Academy, our 
students are called UA Leaders, 
and it’s more than just a name. 
They are the creators and 
navigators of their personalized 
learning journeys, and we are 
here to support them in every 
way. They choose the path -- by 
expressing an interest, asking a 
question, or raising an injustice
 -- and our unique team of 
educators helps them curate 
the incredible educational and 
cultural offerings of Indianap-
olis to match them with their 
ideal experiences based on their 
individual needs, interests, and 
goals.
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Ubique’s secure and proprietary app helps connect each UA Leader’s learning 
experiences, whether classroom- or community-based. The app’s Fast Pass 
enables UA Leaders to access the right learning experiences, along with 
necessary transportation and food services, and pay the agreed-upon amount 
on the spot. All learner experiences and portfolios are stored in the app’s Digital 
Backpack. As they demonstrate competency, UA Leaders received badges, which 
stack into credentials. UA Leaders own their data, and it is up to them and their 
families to decide when to share it. 

Not every UA Leader comes to us ready to jump in. Many of 
our Leaders struggled in traditional school, and it takes them 
a while to realize that we do things differently at Ubique 
Academy. Learning journey mentors work with these novice 
Leaders to find even a small area of interest and support them 
in exploring it further.

The Ubique App keeps us connected.

Everyone can be a Leader here.

We all thrive with passion-
driven, social, and 
meaningful learning.
UA Leaders are at the helm of their 
experiences and have a chance to make 
a difference in their communities. 
Leaders and learning pathway design-
ers create diverse learning playlists 
that give UA Leaders the information, 
skills, and coaching they need to take 
action on topics that matter to them.

Curriculum is customized.
We help UA Leaders discover their 
interests, needs, and goals and make 
sure of community assets to provide 
high-quality, learner-driven experienc-
es. UA learning hubs, museums, art 
galleries, cultural institutions, busi-
nesses, and non-profits all contribute 
to the learning ecosystem. Learning 
journey mentors work with each UA 
Leader to customize the curriculum for 
that individual.

Ubique Academy Leaders are 
supported by a dedicated team.
Each UA Leader has a learning journey 
mentor. These dedicated educators serves 
as the primary point of contact as UA 
Leaders progress along their personal-
ized learning pathways and collaborate 
with the rest of the team to ensure rich 
and meaningful experiences for every UA 
Leader, regardless of educational history or 
background.
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WE ARE HERE FOR YOU. 
BE EVERYWHERE WITH US.


